PHENOMENA DUE TO SCATTERING                        553
i crude first approximation, let the distribution of the atmosphere
DC equal in all upward directions and assume all parts to be
ummmated.    Further, let a per unit area be the number of
s tnat, if distributed over the hemispherical sheU, would produce
ie same  optical effect that actually obtains.    Then, the total
y components at 0 (found by squaring the amplitudes and inte-
over the hemisphere) are given by the equations
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intensity components of secondary diffusion at the center ui a, :>f uniformly distributed particles would be just twice the above, is stated, applies to the center of a hemisphere. e there is an appreciable amplitude along all three of the rectangu-3, it follows that secondary scattering sends more or less non-d light in all directions, and, therefore, would prevent sky light :ung completely polarized at right angles to the direction of >n, even if the air molecules were strictly isotropic, which, itly, they are not.
above assumption that the light-scattering particles are dis-l equally along any upward radius from 0 obviously is not in ;reement with the actual distribution of the atmosphere an.d its itent as visible from any given point in it. Let this distribution + 1) — an cos <f> particles per unit area of the hemisphere instead previously assumed, that is, a gradual increase from a in the zenith h 1) on the horizon. Then,
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